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Planet Earth is bleeding as its environment is deliberately destroyed by demonic humans who
place wealth for the few above the welfare of the majority of mankind.
So-called First World nations are conducting experiments and secret operations in space and
under the seas, further raping the planet and corrupting the universe. As if atomic bombs were
not enough, US military scientists have developed the High-Frequency Active Auroral Research
Programme (HAARP) which generates deadly radio waves, contaminates the ionosphere and can
start earthquakes, volcanic eruptions and other "natural" phenomena.
People are dehumanised daily, mainly through poverty, wrought by greedy capitalists and their
supporters, resulting in billions starving and becoming homeless. Corporate bosses subject
labourers to technological devices which enslave and debase workers, sometimes leaving them
jobless and ailing. God-given privacy and birthrights are being violated and obliterated by
governments which formerly were voted in by the people for the people, but which are now
installed by monetary advantage through bogus electoral systems. "Electric eyes are everywhere"
as globalists scheme to implement a New World Order wherein people are controlled by a world
government using a single currency. Many corporations already force employees to use direct
deposit or debit cards for their salaries. The next step in automation is to forcefully implant
Radio Frequency Identification Devices (RFID chips). For over 30 years RFID chips have been
used for tracking animals and non-living items. It is now implanted for security purposes in
thousands of employers and employees in Spain, Netherlands, Mexico and the US. The VeriChip
Corporation in Delray Beach, Florida, a branch of Applied Digital, has been the main US
manufacturer of the chip for humans since 2004. Some athletes wear the chip to help the
clocking of their races and some patients are tagged for easy access to their medical reports.
Humans are being deliberately exposed to an increasing number of diseases by evil men who
love wars and profit from them. Biological and chemical weapons are manufactured and secretly
released against helpless minority groups. Owners of pharmaceutical companies and other
health-care opportunists are unleashing drugs with deadly side-effects on gasping humanity.
People commit slow suicide by using cell phones, microwaves and other electronic carcinogens.
Citizens give their government permission to spy on them by utilising Global Positioning
Systems (GPS), email, websites and other computer-related trackers. Governments conspire with
fiendish corporations to kill people slowly with genetically engineered foods and other fake
consumables. Multinational fast-food outlets poison humanity with fake eggs, cheese, coffee,
and other foods which are entirely chemical. Few people stop to read the names of the dangerous
chemicals plainly stated as incorporated in daily snacks. Some corporations make people obese

with addictive fatty foods while others claim to slim them down but kill them slowly with diet
pills and sugar substitutes. Careless companies manufacture beauty and hygienic substances with
ingredients that cause disfigurement and slow death. However, like cigarette manufacturers, they
deny the dangers, only to come back decades later to apologise and pay damages. Governments
behave similarly, allowing electric power lines, bauxite wastes and experimental vaccines to kill
thousands. Later, they apologise and no one is held accountable. People, animals, plants and
other living species are being tampered with through cloning, grafting, experimental drugs and
radiation so that unspeakable monstrosities now exist to destroy humanity. There might be many
hybrid beings among mankind today. The Bible confirmed millennia ago that other-worldly
beings (Nephilim) mingle with earthlings and so we are not alone.
Satan-possessed humans, obsessed with money and its Mammon god, use trickery and theft to
siphon money and all forms of wealth from the poor to the vaults of the rich. Capitalist economic
theory claims that prices should fluctuate between high and low, but capitalist thieves ensure that
inflation is continuous and prices on vital commodities always skyrocket. Governments through
their taxes and banks through their fees and high-interest loans continuously rob humanity blind.
So too do monopolistic multinational corporations and international financial organisations like
the World Bank, World Trade Organisation and International Monetary Fund. Additional robbers
include rigged gambling establishments, televangelists and some denominational churches.
People should hold tightly to their money and valuables, boycott banks, and produce what they
consume.
Globally and in local communities, the poor and suffering comprise the majority, yet the rich get
richer and the poor get poorer. Sufferers forever fail to use their majority status to cast off their
oppressors. Maybe evil oppressors do conspire to place fluorides in the water supply to dumb
down and manipulate people. In any event, it is quite obvious that watered-down education
systems are being used globally to inflict the masses with "brainwash education to make us the
fool". The greatest fools are politicians, academicians and religious people who blindly parrot the
oppressive dogma of their satanic superiors. Some politicians behave like they are already tagged
with an RFID and some of the masses might have been zapped by HAARP to keep them docile.
Most earthlings are good people, but oppressed by an evil minority.
The issues raised above constitute the tip of the iceberg of technological evils. The ruler of evils
on Earth is Satan, aka the devil, whose human face is that of white supremacists. Obviously, not
all whites subscribe to white supremacy. Demonic lackeys and enablers of white supremacy can
be black, brown or any colour that shows "their wicked intention to destroy the human race"
(Bob Marley). Fortunately, there is a God-force at work holding back this ultimate "total
destruction - the only solution". In Jamaica, spiritual faith, Rastafari and reggae music are strong
powers that fight this global devilment affair. But the God-force will one day be withdrawn. "For
the mystery of iniquity doth already work: only he who now letteth will let, until he be taken out
of the way" (2 Thessalonians 2:7, KJV). For those who have ears to hear, "may the Force be with
you."

